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Joshua Hackler

Sylvester and Arturo
I waited reluctantly inside the train station as the windows changed from
blue to grey. Specks of rain began to pelt the exterior of the old hub, ticking
away some forgotten measure of time. Each globule splashed pity upon the
sulking structure, teardrops protesting the desertion of our once important
temples. I grew wary as the storm progressed. Water seeped through peeling
stucco, tracing elaborate faux ivory pillars before streaming passed my feet
toward puddles in every corner. Paper mache tiles sagged from elaborately
crafted walls, revealing beneath them the stress of ages. Arturo was always
late. I expressed apprehension on grounds that the station was dangerous.
Artie scoffed over the telephone at my uneasiness, assuring me he’d show.
I believed him and suffered for his lack of punctuality, waiting among the
cracked and potted archways of a more affluent era.
When constructed, Michigan Central Station was the colossus of all
transport centers. The tallest depot in the world, she stood eighteen stories
high, the first of which was modeled after a Roman bathhouse. The same
architects who envisioned Grand Central Station designed mcs, but Detroit warranted something bigger and more expansive than even New York
City. Right up to the footsteps, artisans manicured Roosevelt Park to fit
the beaux-arts style of the building. My grandfather showed me pictures
taken back in the twenties; images of meticulously landscaped grounds and
blooming lilac trees that canopied the circle drive were reminiscent of Versailles. Ninety years later, I had to duck beneath chain link and razor wire
to glimpse the remnants of her splendor. I found a dead hooker wrapped in
a carpet roll the first time I walked the arcade. I kicked her a couple times
and ran home. Just like me at fifteen to run from a helpless woman. Artie
was a half hour late.
Graffiti over the mezzanine read ‘fuk jews’ in blue spray paint. Nothing
emphasizes a point like phonetically spelled curse words. Red aerosol swastikas to my left hovered over the bathrooms and complimented the phrase
nicely. One summer a group of high school kids painted the same Nazi insignia downtown, on Joe Louis’ forearm, with homemade wheat paste. At
least Henry Ford’s influence was still alive somewhere in Detroit. I pictured
gangs of Neo Nazis rounding every corner, pounding their fists in empty
palms. My heartbeat mimicked their imaginary steel toes stomping on my
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